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Software Project RCE 
• Distributed, workflow-driven integration environment
• Open source
• Start in 2006
• Team of developers
• ~ 4 research engineers plus students at several locations
• ~ 3 manual test sessions per year 
• Period of time: 3-6 weeks
• Amount of tests: ~ 150 on multiple platforms 
• Special challenge:
In test sessions, every developer is also a tester .
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Test Manager
Roles in Manual Testing





writes a set of manual 
tests for each newly 
developed features or 
software enhancements
plans the test 
sessions and leads 
the team through it
gives feedback about the test 
results to the responsible 
developer
gives feedback 
Roles in Manual Testing
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Overview Tooling
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Manual Testing Process
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Preparation of
Test Session
• schedule the session
• clarify which feature will be
part of the release
• create the test plan









• close test plan










• monitor the test progress
• check for „blind spots“
• present intermediate results
• adjust the test plan if 
necessary 
• give overview of test progress
• draw attention to critical bugs
• clarify questions
• report on the progress of bug fixes
• draw attention to tests that are 
ready to be retested
„Kick-Off“ Meeting 
• create a common mind 
for testing
• remind the team of the
Test Case Life Cycle
• give a hint to important
feature knowledge
• clarify final 
organization issues
• prepare virtual 
machines
• finalize test cases
• check completeness
of the test plan
• verify that all tests
have been executed
• verify that all relevant 
issues have been resolved
Test Manager DeveloperTester
Test Case Life Cycle
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DeveloperTester
Overview TestRail
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Overview TestRail
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Overview TestRail
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Thanks for your attention
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Questions ???
Download:
Twitter:
YouTube:
GitHub:
http://rcenvironment.de
http://twitter.com/rcenvironment
http://www.youtube.com/rcenvironment
https://github.com/rcenvironment
Kathrin Schaffert
kathrin.schaffert@dlr.de
02203-601-4431
Mattermost @kathrin.schaffert
